User Guide

A guide on how to use the new WebForms™ system

www.adls.org.nz

The new, fully web-based WebForms system replaces the
previous one and provides a significantly enhanced user
experience, through a range of new features and simplified
workflows. Delivering a more intuitive legal forms creation
tool using the ADLS forms.
New Features include a personalised dashboard for users, a firm master template creation feature using the
ADLS forms, calendar reminders, and a form archiving function.
Firms who currently subscribe to WebForms will find their complete forms history available in the new
WebForms system, from launch day.
To optimise the WebForms experience subscribed firms are advised to:
1. Make sure they operate on one of the following internet browsers. Please note the Windows XP platform is
not recommended.
2. Ensure key personnel in the firm are aware of the new system and it’s features including all WebForms
users, Managers and IT Support.
3. Participate in one of the free online tutorials that provide assistance with understanding how to use the
new WebForms system. Accessible from www.adls.org.nz:
- Watch the free video available from 14 June 2016
- Read this online WebForms user guide.

Supported web browsers:

MS Internet Explorer

MS Edge

Google Chrome

Mozilla Firefox

Apple Safari

Version 10 and above

Windows 10 users only

Version 43.0 and above

Version 38.0 and above

Version 6.0 and above

For more information on the new WebForms:
Visit:

Email:

Call:

www.adls.org.nz

webforms@adls.org.nz

09 303 5283

Please note: the new WebForms system fully replaces the old WebForms system from launch day. The old and the new systems will not operate
at the same time, so it is important that firms subscribed to WebForms inform themselves using the information supplied, to ensure access to
WebForms on launch day. New terms and conditions will also apply to use of the new WebForms system. Visit www.adls.org.nz for details.
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Personalised Dashboard
The personalised Dashboard is the first screen the user sees upon login. The Dashboard is unique to each
individual user login and is a quick-view summary of the 10 most recently updated Draft and Final Forms,
any reminders which have been assigned to that user, the latest released ADLS templates as well as any Firm
templates which have been created by the firm.
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1.

My forms – shows all forms both Draft and Final, created by
users within the firm, (note, a firm’s forms history from the old
WebForms system will be accessible in the new WebForms
system).

2. Form creation – create a new form from an ADLS template or
a Firm template.
3. Reports** – export a report as either a PDF or excel document.
Reports include a summary of a firm’s Forms in Draft, Form
Usage, Order History, Stock on Hand, and Unlock History.
4. Manage users* – add new users, amend existing users, make
an existing user inactive, change a user’s permission levels and
reset a user’s password.
5. Firm settings* – add a firm’s logo or add a firm’s signature to a
form. These will appear on a range of ADLS forms where this is
possible.
6. Order stock** – order and purchase stock of forms and
precedents, to enable a Final Print of a form. Stock needs to be
pre-purchased to enable a final print of a form or precedent.
7. Notifications – set by ADLS, this new notification feature will
advise user’s of important notices, such as changes to forms,
new forms, system changes etc. The notification will appear on
the user dashboard for a time period of up to 2 weeks. The user
is able to dismiss a notification by clicking the ‘x’.
8. My forms preview – the left hand ‘My Forms’ panel shows a
snapshot of the users last 10 forms in Draft and Final, ordered
by last date of modification.

9. Reminders – a summary of reminders which have been set-up
and assigned to the user’s login (see ‘Reminders’ section on page
4 for help with creating a reminder). Reminders is a new feature
in the WebForms system that enables user’s to set a reminder on
any form or precedent as required. For example a reminder on a
lease renewal anniversary or a client follow-up reminder.
10. Form creation preview – The right hand ‘Form creation’
panel is a list of ADLS templates, and Firm templates, ordered
by the latest date of release / creation.
‘Firm templates’ is a new feature in WebForms, enabling a
firm to create a customised version of an ADLS form template
and save it for use by other user’s in the firm. Firms may wish
to create a customised firm template for a particular client
or form, rather than having to customise a new ADLS form
template each time. The firm template feature provides a quick
alternative to the traditional ‘copy form’ feature available in
WebForms. See the ‘How to Create a Firm Template’ section for
help on creating a Firm template. Refer to page 9.
11. Favourites – this new feature enables user’s to set Favourites
on their most used forms for quick and easy access. Favourites
will always be displayed first in the list, when set.
12. Stock status – set low stock warnings (see ‘Details’ on page 5
for help on enabling low stock warnings). This new feature will
provide a quick reference, visual indication to the user when
the form stock is running low (orange) and when there is no
stock available (red).

*Functions only available to the Firm Administrator
**Functions only available if the user has that permission assigned by the Firm Administrator, under Manage Users
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My forms
The My forms screen will display all the forms that have been created under the firm’s account. In this screen
users can search by code, name, client or footer text, or by clicking the column headings, (Code, Name, Client,
Updated or Author). Users can sort the columns alphabetically or by date, and can set reminders on forms,
archive forms or take a copy of a form.
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1.

Search / Advanced Search – search by code, name, client or
footer text in the search bar. ‘Show advanced search’ to search
by ‘updated by name’ or ‘updated between dates’.

2. Column sorting – click on the column headers to arrange the
columns in alphabetical or date order.
3. Show archived forms – WebForms now has an archive
feature, which enables users to archive a form that is no longer
in use, and temporarily remove it from view. This will avoid long
lists of forms history appearing in My Forms. Any forms that
have been archived (See details below) won’t show under My
forms, unless the user selects the ‘Show archived forms’.
4. Reminders – click ‘Add’ to set a reminder on a form, which will
then produce an email with a calendar attachment, that can be
saved to the users outlook calendar. Reminders will also appear
on the Dashboard under ‘Reminders’.
5. Details – the details pop-up screen will allow the user to change
some of the details entered when the form was created (e.g.
Code, Name, Client, Author, Footer text). This screen will also
allow the user to Archive a form. If the form is in Draft the user
can delete the form (see cautionary note), and alternatively, if
the Form has been locked the user can unlock the form.

6. Locked – locked forms are forms that have been finalised. A
green tick shows the form has been finalised and locked. A grey
tick shows the form is in Draft mode.
7. Archived – forms that have been moved to ‘Archive’ will not
show in the forms list unless the user selects ‘Show archived
forms’, in which case those forms will show with a green tick
beside them.
8. Copy form – a copy of a form can be taken, which allows for the
copying over of all the content from the original form into a new
version of the same form. A copied form can then be amended
without the original document being affected.
9. Page navigation – 20 forms will appear on a page at a time.
Users can navigate through these pages by selecting the page
number or using the arrows to scroll to the next page or the
previous page. ‘View all’ will list all the firm’s forms on a single
page.
Cautionary Note: Deleted forms cannot be recovered, please ensure you
check with the Firm Administrator before deleting any forms from the
WebForms database.
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Form creation
Form creation allows the user to create a new form based on an ADLS template. In this screen the firm
administrator can also create a Firm template based on an ADLS template.
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1.

Search / Advanced Search – search by form code or name
in the search bar or use ‘Show advanced search’ to search by
Category or Sub Category.

2. Column sorting – click on the column headers to arrange the
columns in alphabetical or numerical order, or by favourites.
Favourites will always display first.
3. Show obsolete templates – by default, only the latest
version of each ADLS form or precedent template will appear
in the My Forms list or when searching, unless the user selects
‘Show obsolete templates’. In which case older versions of the
form will appear. When ‘final printing’ an obsolete template, the
forms stock will be deducted from the most recent version.
4. Firm template* - firm’s can create a Firm template using an
ADLS template. These forms can then be tailored for a specific
client or the firm’s preferences for customisation, (To create a
firm template, see page 9 ‘How to create a firm template’).
5. Details – the details pop-up screen provides the user with more
details, description (if any) and Categories. This screen also
allows the Firm Administrator to set the low stock warning
which will trigger the low stock status indicators of orange and
red on the Dashboard, as well as on the Form creation screen.

6. Stock on hand – this column shows how much stock of a
particular form, is available, i.e. has been previously purchased
by the firm. There must be stock-on-hand available to enable a
user to final print a form. If there is no stock available, the user
can create and draft print the form, but stock will need to be
purchased to allow a final print. (To purchase stock see page 8.
‘Stock Ordering’).
7. Status – setting a low stock warning, under Details, will show a
visual indication when the stock is low (orange) and when there
is no stock (red).
8. Obsolete – if ‘Show obsolete templates’ is turned on, obsolete
templates will display with a green tick.
9. Page navigation – 20 ADLS forms templates will appear on
each page. Users can navigate through the pages by selecting the
page number or using the arrows to go to the next or previous
page. ‘View all’ will list all the ADLS forms templates on a single
page.
*Functions only available to the Firm Administrator
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Manage users
The Manage Users screen is only available to the Firm Administrator. The screen allows the Firm
Administrator to add a new user, make a user inactive, reset a user’s password and assign permissions.
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1.

Search – search by user name, first name, last name or email
address.

2. Add new user – add a new user to your firm’s account.
3. Show non active users – by default, non-active users will not
be displayed in the list, unless the Firm Administrator selects to
show the non active users.
4. Column sorting – click on any of the column headers to
arrange the columns into alphabetical order.
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5. Permissions – shows the permissions assigned to each user. All
users must be either a Firm Administrator or Firm User. There
can be more than 1 Firm Administrator in the new WebForms
system.
A Firm Administrator has access to all functions within
WebForms, including Manage User, Firm Settings, and
Creating/Amending Firm templates.
A Firm user has access to the dashboard, My forms and Form
Creation, with the option to add Order Stock and Reports
permissions.
When a new user is created, their login details will
automatically be sent to their registered email.
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Firm settings
Some ADLS templates contain an area for a firm logo, real estate logo or signature. The firm administrator can
set this up for all users in the firm, under Firm settings.
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Firm logo – a law firm’s logo can be uploaded to then appear
where specified in some of the ADLS forms templates.

2. Real estate logo – a real estate company’s logo can be
uploaded to then appear in the ‘Sale by’ field on some of the
ADLS forms templates.

3. Signature – a law firm can add their firm’s signature details to
auto-populate in the ‘law firm acting’ field on some of the ADLS
forms templates.
Note: Images need to be in either a .BMP or .PNG format
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Order stock
The Order Stock screen is available to the Firm Administrator or Firm User that has ‘order stock permission’.
Stock needs to be ordered & purchased to enable the users the ability to perform a final print. Firms are billed
by ADLS based on the stock they have purchased.
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1.

Search – search by form code or name.

2. Column sorting – click on any of the column headers to
arrange the columns into alphabetical order.
3. Details – click the details icon to view the ADLS template
categories and sub-categories.
4. Quantity – change the quantity to the number of forms you
wish to purchase.

5. Add to cart – add the selected number of forms you wish to
purchase to your shopping cart.
6. Total – the total value of your forms purchase. By clicking
‘View cart’ you will proceed to the payment screen.
7. Page navigation – 20 ADLS templates will appear per page.
Users can navigate through the pages by selecting the page
number or using the arrows to go to the next or previous page.
‘View all’ will list all the templates on a single page.
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How to create a firm template
This functionality is only available to the Firm Administrator

1
In the Form creation screen, select the Form Code
of the ADLS template you wish to create your firm
template from.
On the Form Details screen enter the Code,
Name, (to enable the user to identify their ‘Firm
template’), Client (this is an optional field) and then
select Firm template and press ‘Continue’.
When the Form opens on screen, click ‘Save to
WebForms’, this will enable the Form Info and Add
Pages buttons.

2
Until the firm template is published, it will show
with an orange tick, under the firm template
column, meaning it is still in draft form. It will not
be available to users within the Firm until the Firm
Administrator has published it (see 3 below).

3
Once all amends have been made and the Firm
Administrator is ready to make this firm template
available to all users in the firm, simply click back
into the form, and go to Form Info, and select
Publish.
The firm template will then be available to all users
within the firm.
When the ADLS template that the firm template
was created from becomes ‘obsolete’ (i.e. it becomes
superseded by a later version, the firm template
will also be flagged as obsolete within WebForms.
A notification will appear within WebForms to
inform users when an ADLS template becomes
obsolete. In which case the Firm Administrator will
need to create a new Firm template from the latest
version of the ADLS template.
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